
Welcome to RENEW, a quarterly publication of the Ontario Waterpower Association (OWA). This issue celebrates three waterpower 
facilities located in Southern Ontario that are newly commissioned or being commissioned this spring. It includes the results from a 
recently conducted public opinion survey, focused on support for waterpower and issued by Innovative Research. It also features two 
active policy development initiatives that each could have significant implications for the industry. First, the Federal Impact Assessment 
Act and second the increasingly important IESO’s Market Renewal.
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During the public consultation, the issue of fluctuating water levels 
was raised as a concern. To alleviate this, Enerdu will operate 
at a constant water level by automatically adjusting the amount 
of water flowing through the plant. This will significantly benefit 
both the environment, by reducing shoreline erosion and allowing 
wildlife to thrive, and the public, by making seasonal activities like 
boating, kayaking and fishing possible because of diminished 
water level fluctuation.

The new plant will also provide the first upstream and downstream 
American eel migration methodologies on the Mississippi River. 

Cascade Falls Generating Station – Parry Sound

The 1.2 MW Cascade Falls Generating Station located in Parry Sound 
that has been in operation since 1919 underwent a redevelopment 
to 3.1 MW. The station’s upgrade has been in the planning stages 
since 2003 under the former Parry Sound PowerGen which merged 
into Bracebridge Generation on July 1, 2014. 

Bracebridge Generation Ltd. (OWA member) utilized a local 
Aesthetic Advisory Committee of residents from Parry Sound which 
has resulted in a contemporary style station being built. The plant is 

Over the next few months OWA members, government, stakeholders 
and industry supporters will be celebrating the completion of several 
waterpower projects located in Southern Ontario. All projects applied 
the Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower Projects (Class 
EA) category associated with existing infrastructure. Three projects 
will be in operation by spring 2018. 

Enerdu Generating Station - Almonte 

In order to maximize the waterpower potential of the Mississippi River 
at Almonte, Enerdu Power Systems Inc. (OWA member) constructed 
a new powerhouse to accommodate larger turbines and to increase 
the plant’s generating capacity by seventy percent (70%). Canadian 
Hydro Components Ltd. (OWA member) provided water-to-wire 
equipment. The generators were custom designed to connect directly 
to the turbine shaft using the pit wall as the generator shell. The direct 
connect feature eliminates the need for gearbox connection and 
provides better efficiency while decreasing annual maintenance costs.

The new weirs will expand the toolbox to deal with flood waters. 
The inflatable weirs can be adjusted to either hold back or release 
additional water as required. In addition, the old powerhouse was 
constructed as an additional bypass to give even greater flood 
control capability.
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Despite the widespread public and often political perception 
that Ontario has too much electricity, the reality is that, as early 
as 2025, the province will face a shortfall due in large part to 
the retirement of nuclear assets. This fact has been illustrated 
in the Long Term Energy Plan and is the subject of some effort 
through the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) 
Market Renewal initiative, notably the design of an Incremental 
Capacity Auction and the work of the Non-Emitting Resources 
Subcommittee. Given that it takes, on average, eight (8) years to 
develop a hydro facility in Ontario, decisions must be made in the 
very near term to ensure that, at the very least, all options are on 
the table.

As we have seen in the past, one approach has been to directly 
procure electricity from other jurisdictions. Given that public 
policy often reflects, or at least considers public opinion, the 
OWA recently commissioned an analysis, by a leading and well-
respected firm (Innovative Research), to obtain insight into the 
public’s views on electricity issues broadly, and waterpower 
specifically. One clear result, featured in the figure to the upper 
right, was a sentiment that Ontario should be relying on its own 
sources of electricity.

In this same opinion poll, respondents were asked “Given the 
retirement of nuclear plants which of the following options do you 
think is best suited to fulfill that requirement? And which would 
be your second choice? And your third choice?” As a first choice 
and overall, waterpower was deemed best suited for additional 
generation. Taken together, and considerate of the reliability and 
economic benefits of waterpower, the case for sustaining and 
expanding Ontario’s “home-grown hydro” advantage continues to 
strengthen. Policy makers: take notice.

located on the Seguin River and Bracebridge Generation operates 
11 control structures/dams throughout this watershed under the 
Seguin River Water Management Plan.

The following OWA members contributed to the project; Norcan 
Hydraulic Turbine Inc., Eaton Electrical Engineering Services and 
Systems, Maple Reinders Constructors and WSP Canada Inc. The 
main construction obstacles encountered included dewatering, 
town infrastructure including a major road, bridge and water main, 
and maintaining progress through atypical winter conditions.

Elora Generating Station – Elora 

The 1 megawatt (MW) Elora hydroelectric facility, located on the 
south bank of the Grand River in Wellington County, achieved 
Commercial Operation in May of 2017. Since the 1850s, water has 
powered mills and factories on both sides of the river in Elora. 
The badly deteriorated over-110-year-old Drimmie Dam was 
reconstructed by the Grand River Conservation Authority in 2014. 

The run-of-river facility was developed 
by OWA member Shaman Power 
Corporation and took advantage of 
the rebuilt Drimmie Dam. The project 
is located where a 1911 power plant 
was situated and was built using the 
footprint of the old structures, such as 
the canal and powerhouse building.

The powerhouse contains a single 
crossflow turbine-generator unit 
supplied by OWA member, Ossberger 
Hydro Inc. The unit is able to operate 
from 5% to 100% of its total capacity, 
which results in higher annual energy production given the wide 
fluctuations in river flow over the course of a calendar year. In addition, 
the unit was installed well above the tail water level, thus saving on 
excavation costs.
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Home-grown Hydro – A Clear and Consistent Message from the Ontario Public
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Q	 I	am	going	to	read	you	some	statements	that	have	been	made	about	
waterpower,	and	I’d	like	you	to	tell	me	if	you	agree	or	disagree	with	each	
statement.	
I	think	it’s	important	for	Ontario	to	generate	its	own	power	and	not	rely	
on	impor7ng	electricity.	
[asked	of	all	respondents;	n=600]	

Self	Sufficiency:	7-in-10	strongly	agree	Ontario	should	not	
rely	on	impor7ng	electricity	

Segmenta7on	
Respondents	who	say	“agree”	

Region	

Provincial	Party	ID	

Agree:	91%	

*	Cau7on:	small	sample	size	(n=50	or	less)	

Disagree:	5%	

31	

Q	 As	you	may	be	aware,	given	the	re7rement	of	nuclear	plants,	the	province	will	require	addi7onal	electricity	
genera7on	as	early	as	2025.	Which	of	the	following	op7ons	do	you	think	is	BEST	suited	to	fulfill	that	
requirement?	And	which	would	be	your	second	choice?	And	your	third	choice?		
[asked	of	all	respondents;	n=600]	

Best	Suited	Energy	Source:	As	a	first	choice	and	overall,	
waterpower	deemed	best	suited	for	addi7onal	genera7on	
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 (g) traditional knowledge of the Indigenous peoples of Canada  
  provided with respect to the designated project;

 (h) the extent to which the designated project contributes  
  to sustainability;

 (i) the extent to which the effects of the designated project  
  hinder or contribute to the Government of Canada’s ability  
  to meet its environmental obligations and its commitments  
  in respect of climate change;

 (j) any change to the designated project that may be caused  
  by the environment;

 (k) the requirements of the follow-up program in respect of  
  the designated project;

 (l) considerations related to Indigenous cultures raised with  
  respect to the designated project;

 (m) community knowledge provided with respect to the  
  designated project;

 (n) comments received from the public;

 (o) comments received from another jurisdiction;

 (p) any relevant regional or strategic assessment;

 (q) any assessment of the effects of the designated project that  
  is conducted by or on behalf of an Indigenous governing body  
  and that is provided with respect to the designated project;

 (r) any study or plan that is conducted or prepared by a  
  jurisdiction, that is in respect of a region related to the  
  designated project and that has been provided with  
  respect to the project;

 (s) the intersection of sex and gender with other identity  
  factors; and

 (t) any other matter relevant to the impact assessment that the  
  Agency or — if the impact assessment is referred to a review  
  panel — the Minister requires to be taken into account.

Under CEAA 2012, waterpower projects over 200 MW and/or those 
creating significant new inundation were subject to a federal EA. 
These thresholds were consistent with those previously used to 
require a comprehensive study under the pre-2012 federal process 
– a regime in which any federal authorization (e.g. Fisheries Act) 
was used to trigger an environmental assessment. At present, the 
government is developing a criteria-based approach to revising the 
project list that would focus federal impact assessment on projects 
that have the most potential for adverse environmental effects in 
areas of federal jurisdiction. Projects with potential for smaller effects 
in areas of federal jurisdiction would continue to be subject to other 
federal regulatory processes and protections found under other 
legislation (e.g. Fisheries Act, Parks Canada Act). The basic principle 
guiding the review of the Project List is the potential for adverse 
effects in an area of federal jurisdiction related to the environment. 

The newly proposed federal Impact Assessment Act, introduced for 
first reading on February 8, 2018 (Bill C-69), represents a significant 
change to the approach to the consideration of positive and negative 
effects on the environment, as broadly defined, at a project, regional, 
and strategic scale. Positioned as one element of the government’s 
commitment to restore lost protections, the proposed legislative 
framework reinvents environmental assessment as has been 
practiced at the federal level.

As outlined in the recent federal budget, “the Government is delivering 
on its promise to protect the environment, restore public trust in 
federal environmental assessment and regulatory processes and 
provide predictability for businesses.” The proposed changes include:

• Maintaining one project, one review.

• Revising the project list.

• Undertaking more comprehensive impact assessments.

• Making timely decisions.

• Ensuring transparent, science-based decisions.

• Protecting water, fish and navigation.

While the practical application of the proposed approach at a 
project level has yet to be determined (i.e. designated project list), 
a review of the list of “factors to be considered” illustrates the 
increase in scope of a federal review. As outlined in the Bill, the 
impact assessment of a designated project must take into account 
the following factors:

 (a) the effects of the designated project, including

  (i) the effects of malfunctions or accidents that may occur  
   in connection with the designated project,

  (ii) any cumulative effects that are likely to result from the  
   designated project in combination with other physical  
   activities that have been or will be carried out, and

  (iii) the result of any interaction between those effects;

 (b) mitigation measures that are technically and  
  economically feasible and that would mitigate any  
  adverse effects of the designated project;

 (c) the impact that the designated project may have on  
  any Indigenous group and any adverse impact that  
  the designated project may have on the rights of the  
  Indigenous peoples of Canada recognized and affirmed  
  by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982;

 (d) the purpose of and need for the designated project;

 (e) alternative means of carrying out the designated project  
  that are technically and economically feasible, including  
  through the use of best available technologies, and the  
  effects of those means;

 (f) any alternatives to the designated project;

The Proposed Federal Impact Assessment Act – A Paradigm Shift
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Energy Plan (LTEP), demonstrate a commitment to a “made in 
Ontario” market solution that also considers greenhouse gas 
emission targets set out in the Climate Change Action Plan.

The focus of the Subcommittee will be to explore the following three 
areas for non-emitting resources:

• Participation: future integration and barriers to participation 
for non-emitting resources in the proposed Market Renewal 
design scope;

• Market efficiencies: market impacts associated with higher 
levels of non-emitting resources with very low to zero 
marginal costs;

• Commercial mechanisms: the potential need for additional 
incentive mechanisms to value environmental attributes and 
support net zero / low carbon emission facilities.

Yet even within the frame of “non-emitting resources”, there 
are obvious technology-specific considerations. At the core for 
waterpower is the fact that the fuel is managed for multiple objectives, 
including the production of renewable, reliable electricity, provision 
of public safety, support to flood mitigation and contribution to 
recreation. While the “electricity market” is being design to assign 
value to multiple attributes (energy, capacity, flexibility, carbon 
offsets), policy makers must also recognize the significant additional 
societal benefits waterpower provides.

As featured in previous issues, “Market Renewal” has become 
an almost all encompassing initiative for the OWA and market 
participants. With stakeholder sessions on the Incremental 
Capacity Auction, the Single Schedule Market and the Day Ahead 
Market now into the details of options and preliminary decisions, 
some implications for existing and proposed waterpower facilities 
are beginning to crystallize while others have become murkier. 
Given, for example, that the vast majority of waterpower assets 
are not market participants, there are fundamental yet unanswered 
questions of future revenue streams. Capital investment plans 
(e.g. dam safety) for waterpower extend over decades, not 
months or years. A capacity auction with a forward period 
shorter than development timelines and one (1) to seven (7) year 
commitment periods may not support investment in long lead 
time, long lifespan assets. While nodal pricing for generators may 
better incent locating new generation or improving transmission, 
waterpower resources that “are where they are” don’t fit neatly into 
a modular, movable model for planning. These and other challenges 
are being brought to the Market Renewal discussions directly 
and through the recently established Non-Emitting Resource 
Subcommittee (NER-SC).

NER-SC is tasked with investigating how non-emitting resources 
can efficiently participate in Ontario’s future electricity market in 
order to meet the province’s policy objectives for the electricity 
sector. These policy objectives, as discussed in the Long-Term 

Last Word  A Square Peg  
in a Round Hole?

Under the proposed Impact Assessment Act, the Government 
of Canada would consider projects that may have impacts on 
the following components of the environment that are within the 
legislative authority of the federal government:

• Fish and fish habitat;

• Species at risk (aquatic species);

• Migratory birds;

• Changes to the environment on federal lands, (e.g. including 
the lands of Indigenous peoples (e.g., reserve lands);

• Changes to the environment in a province other than the  
one where the project is taking place;

• Changes to the environment outside of Canada; and

• Environmental effects arising from federally regulated 
projects such as nuclear, rail, ports, airports, interprovincial 
pipelines and offshore energy activities.

In the next few months, the Government will conduct a review of 
potential changes and additions using the approach laid out above 
and will consider all comments it receives as part of this consultation 
opportunity. Following this first round of consultation, there will be 
two other phases of consultation. In the fall of 2018 a proposed 
project list will be shared for a subsequent round of consultation with 
stakeholders, Indigenous people, provinces and territories, and the 
public. Following this input the proposed project list will be revised 
in advance of commencing the formal regulatory process in 2019, 
ultimately leading to the potential official coming into force of the 
regulation through publication in the Canada Gazette.

The Proposed Federal Impact Assessment Act continued from page 3




